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Population dynamic consequences of Allee effects M.S. FOWLER & G.D. RUXTON Division of Environmental & Evolutionary Biology, Institute of Biomedical & Life Sciences, Graham Kerr Building, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, United Kingdom. Current contact details (19/06/2012): [email protected] We take a well-known dynamic model of an isolated, unstructured population and modify this to include a factor that allows for a reduction in fitness due to declining population sizes, often termed an Allee effect. Analysis of the behaviour of this model is carried out on two fronts - determining the equilibrium values and examining the stability of these equilibria. Our results point to the stabilising effect on population dynamics of the Allee effect and an unexpected increase in stability with increased competition due to the interaction between competitive and Allee effects.



Introduction An important strand of theoretical ecology over the last 25 years has been the study of simple difference equations representing closed populations that reproduce synchronously at discrete intervals. These equations have the generic form ,



Effectively this assumption means that individual fitness never increases as the population size increases. However, there has been recent interest in cataloguing ecological mechanisms that lead to an increase in some component of individual fitness with increasing population size (Dennis 1989, Fowler & Baker 1991, Stephens & Sutherland 1999). For example, theory predicts that the harmful effects of inbreeding depression reduce fitness as population size decreases. The above works consider many more mechanisms leading to such so-called Allee effects.



(1)



which allows the population size at the next generation Nt+1 to be calculated given knowledge of its size at the present generation Nt. Since May (1973, 1974), many authors have shown that this simple formulation can give rise to a great diversity of behaviour, depending on the expression used for the function f() and the values given to the parameters of that function. Several different functions have been considered (see Cohen 1995 for a partial list), although these formulations tend to share one property, that of declining fitness with increasing population size. Specifically, they generally assume that



It seems likely that most natural populations will be simultaneously affected by a variety of mechanisms, some of which lead to a decrease in fitness with increasing population size (hereafter called competition effects), and some of which lead to a increase (Allee effects). The relative influence of each of these mechanisms will depend on the current population size. Previous studies (see Bellows 1981 for a list of examples) have explored the consequences of various descriptions of competition on the resultant dynamics of the population, but we feel insufficient consideration has been given to the consequences of adding an Allee effect on these dynamics (but see Dennis 1989 for an introduction and overview of previous work). Our aim in this study is to redress this imbalance. The small number of previous works that have considered the population dynamic consequences of Allee effects (see discussion) have confined them-



(2) for all values of x. In biological terms, this means that the reproductive output of an individual never increases as the population size increases. This can be motivated by considering that competition for a fixed resource will always increase as the number of competitors increases.
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where λ, a and b are all strictly positive constants. We can consider λ to be the maximum reproductive potential of an individual in the absence of competition, a to scale the population size to the carrying capacity of the habitat and b to describe the strength and form of competition. The derivative



selves to consideration of what Stephens et al. (1999) termed demographic Allee effects. A demographic Allee effect causes such a decrease in individual fitness with decreasing population size that this effect dominates the effect of competition such that (3) ’ for low values of population size x. That is, at low population sizes individual fitness increases with increasing population size. Stephens et al. (1999) distinguish this case from so-called component Allee effects, where, although individual fitness f(x) is reduced at low population sizes, the effect of competition is still dominant, such that



(6)



is always negative for all positive values of the population size Nt. The behaviour of this model is well understood (Hassell 1975). Provided that λ > 1, then there is always one (and only one) non-zero equilibrium population size, given by



(4) for all values of x. Thus for component Allee effects, fitness will still always decrease with increasing population size, but individual fitness is reduced compared to a situation where the Allee mechanism is not acting. Here we study a novel model that can represent the full continuum of both demographic and component Allee effects. We model density dependence after the Hassell (1975) model, in common with many previous studies and ecological textbooks (e.g. Begon et al. 1996). Other popular models, such as the Ricker (1954) function, were not considered due to objections raised in other studies (Doebeli 1995). In this work, we aim to demonstrate the various changes that introducing a factor representing an Allee effect (of variable magnitude) will have on population dynamics, through comparison with a population lacking such a constraint.



.



(7)



This equilibrium will be globally stable providing



,



(8)



otherwise the population will exhibit some timevarying dynamics. For parameters close to the stable region, this will be a simple two-point cycle. However, if the system is moved in a direction away from stability, either by increasing b or λ, then the dynamics become progressively more complex. The system undergoes a series of bifurcations, leading to increasingly longer periodic cycles and finally deterministic chaos.



Model description



(b) the modified Allee model Here we modify the Hassell equation, so as to add an Allee effect. We are required to introduce a component of fitness that increases with population size. Specifically, we assume that an individual’s contribution to the next generation is that given by the Hassell function multiplied by an Allee effect G(Nt), where



(a) the baseline Hassell model One of the most popular formulations used for the function describing the effect of population size on individual reproductive output is that proposed by Hassell (1975), (5)
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Fig 1. Numerical and bifurcation diagrams showing the behaviour of our novel model of the Allee effect (eqn. 10). Figures 1a & b look at the effect on fitness of a range of values for both of the new parameters describing the Allee effect, A (a) and γ (b). Other parameters are held at the following constant values: λ = 100, a = 0.005, b = 1.0, in (a) γ = 1.0, while in (b) A = 1.0. In (a), we vary the value of A from 0 (the uppermost line, equivalent to the Hassell equation), to 1.0 (the lowest line). In (b), γ is varied between 0.01 (again, the uppermost line) and 1000 (the lowest line). (c & d) are bifurcation plots of this new function (as in eqn. 1, including eqn. 10 as f(Nt). For each value of A (c, γ = 1.0) or γ (d, A = 0.7), the starting population size is seeded with a random value between 0 and 200. The model was then iterated for 975 generations to remove any transient behaviour, and the size of the population for the next 25 iterations is plotted against that value of A or γ. By choosing parameter values that would produce chaotic dynamics in the equivalent Hassell model (λ = 100, b = 5.0, a = 0.005), we can clearly see that the gradual introduction of these components leads to stabilisation of the dynamics.



Parameter values can be chosen so that G(Nt) can always be seen to increase with increasing population size Nt, as is required for an Allee effect, but does so at a decreasing rate (figure 1). The new reproductive fitness function including both the Allee effect and Hassell’s competition effect is given by



(9) where A and γ are positive constants, and A is restricted to [0,1]. This specific formulation was selected in the basis of its mathematical simplicity, rather than being driven by ecological theory or observation. However, we will demonstrate below that it is able to produce the effects that would be expected of both component and demographic Allee effects.



(10)



Let us consider the effect of the values of the two new parameters (A and γ) on this function. 3
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The effect of varying the value of A is illustrated in figures 1a & c. In the limit A → 0, the Allee effect is negligible, and eqn. (10) simplifies back to the Hassell function of eqn. (5). As we increase A, so the magnitude of the Allee effect increases. It is important here to note that having an Allee effect as described here does not automatically mean that the reproductive fitness function f(Nt) will necessarily increase with Nt at low population sizes. When A has a low value, then although there is a non-trivial Allee effect that reduces individual fitness (especially at low population sizes) as population size increases, this increasing population size will always be affected more by competitive effects than by the Allee effect, and so individual reproductive fitness always decreases with population size. The maximum individual reproductive output in this case occurs when population size tends to zero. This was termed a component Allee effect by Stephens et al. (1999). In contrast, it is easy to show that if



Equilibrium values Following convention, we are first of all interested in searching for equilibrium values, that is population sizes N* such that f(N*) = 1 in eqn. (10). Like the Hassell formulation, there is a socalled trivial equilibrium N* = 0. Unlike the Hassell equation, we cannot solve for the nontrivial equilibria in closed form, however we can investigate these graphically. In the simple case of the Hassell equation, equilibrium population values occur where the two lines representing the numerator [λ] and the denominator [(1+aNt)b] of eqn. 5 cross (fig. 2a). This can occur only once if λ ≥ 1 and never if λ < 1. For the modified model (figs. 2a - c), the straight line (representing λ) seen in figure 2a is replaced by



(12) When Nt tends to zero, this has the value (1-A)λ. It then increases monotonically with increasing Nt, finally saturating at λ. If A is small, such that (1-A)λ > 1, then the situation is as shown in fig. 2a, and a single non-trivial equilibrium value is always obtained. Further, it can be seen from fig. 2a that this equilibrium population size is always lower than that of the equivalent Hassell model. This is an inevitable consequence of our formulation of G(Nt), which reduces individual fitness at all population sizes, albeit by ever smaller amounts as population size increases. If (1-A)λ ≤1 but λ > 1, then the situation is as shown in fig. 2b. We can now see that there will be some critical value of γ, for values above this there will be no non-trivial equilibria, for values below this critical value, there will be two nontrivial equilibria. Again, both these equilibria are smaller than the equilibrium of the equivalent Hassell model (obtained in the limits A → 0 or γ → 0). The effect of increasing γ is to increase the values of Nt for the lower non-trivial equilibrium point at the same time as decreasing the value of Nt for the higher equilibrium point. By increasing γ, we see the two equilibria



(11) then, at the lowest population sizes, increasing population size has a stronger influence in overcoming the Allee effect than on competition, such that individual fitness increases with increasing population size. As population size increases further, the situation reverses, competition dominates, and individual fitness decreases with increasing population size. In such a situation, maximum individual reproduction occurs at a non-zero population size. This situation is called a demographic Allee effect by Stephens et al. (1999). Figures 1b & d show the effect of varying the value of γ. We can see that as γ increases, so the range of population values over which the Allee effect has a significant influence also increases (fig. 1c). We see from (11) that a component Allee effect can always be translated into a demographic effect by sufficiently increasing γ (unless A is exactly equal to one). Similarly, in circumstances where a low value of A leads to a component Allee effect (i.e. when eqn. 11 is not satisfied), increasing A sufficiently will always eventually induce a demographic Allee effect. That is, there is always a set of A values that satisfy (11) regardless of the values of the other parameters. 4
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become more and more similar until they coalesce and are finally lost. Figure 2c clearly illustrates that the population can never reach an equilibrium value when λ < 1.0.
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Hence, we conclude that adding an Allee effect never allows a stable point of equilibrium to form in circumstances where there would be no equilibrium without the Allee effect, i.e. where no points of equilibrium arise in the equivalent Hassell function using the same parameter values for λ, b and a. If the Allee effect is strong enough, and influences a wide enough range of population sizes, then no equilibrium is obtained in some circumstances where the equivalent simpler model would give an equilibrium point. For intermediate values of the Allee effect, two non-trivial equilibria can be obtained, reducing to one for weak Allee effects. When non-trivial equilibria are obtained, they are always lower than that of the equivalent simple competitiononly model.
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Stability of equilibria For equations such as eqn.1, May (1973) shows that an equilibrium N* is locally stable providing
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Fig 2. Determining the points of equilibria numerically. These can be found at the point where the different functions [i.e. the numerator and the denominator in eqns (5 or 10)] cross each other (constant parameter values for a-c are: b = 2.0 and a = 0.005). (a) λ = 10, illustrates the equilibrium points (N*) of both Hassell’s (1975) function [eqn. (5)], where there is always and only one non-trivial point of equilibrium, and our new Allee effect function, where there can be up to two non-trivial equilibria. (Hassell’s numerator: __ __ __, the Allee numerator: - - - - A = 1.0; –––– A = 0.5, solid line represents the denominator of both equations.) With these parameter values and a value of A > 0, two non-trivial points of equilibria will appear, the first being unstable, while the second will be at the point where the two lines representing A(Nt)λ, and (1+aNt)b cross. (b) λ = 10, A = 1.0, demonstrates the effect of varying γ, i.e. bringing the unstable and stable points of equilibrium closer together, where they will converge, meet, and ultimately disappear. The solid line represents the denominator of equation 10, γ = 0.5: - - - - , γ = 1.0: ––– –, γ = 3.0: __ __ __. Finally, (c) λ = 0.9, A = 1.0, γ = 1.0, confirms that when λ < 1, then there can be no points of equilibria for either the Hassell or our Allee function (Lines as in panel a).
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(13)



When there are two non-trivial equilibria the lower one is always unstable. Any population initiated below this lower non-trivial (or nonzero) equilibrium population size, can never increase in size or even maintain its starting population size, so will therefore always go extinct. Any population initiated above this point may still become extinct should its size fall below the critical value. However, in contrast to the above, a population such as this does at least have the capacity to maintain its original starting size, or even increase in number. For the case where there is only one non-trivial equilibrium, the rate of change in f with Nt at that point is always negative. In contrast, when there are two non-trivial equilibria, this rate of change is always positive for the lower point of equilibrium and negative for the higher one. This means that the smaller of two co-existing non-trivial equilibria is always locally unstable.
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Thus, we find that when the upper and lower (non-zero) equilibrium points are relatively far apart, it will be possible for the population to experience large fluctuations in size around the upper attractor without risk of extinction. As we increase the size of γ, we also increase the probability of extinction, as the two equilibrium points come closer together. This occurs, as the potential for large fluctuations in population size becomes restricted, as any population falling below the lower equilibrium point will always decrease in size to extinction. Thus, increasing the range of population sizes that may be influenced by an Allee effect leads directly to a limitation in the magnitude of possible fluctuations of the population size. We now turn to the situation where the rate of change is negative. In figure 3, the value of λ that satisfies
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(where f(Nt) = eqn. 10) is plotted for each of a range of b values. Parameter combinations to the left and beneath the line produce stable dynamics, whilst those above and to the right of the line produce unstable dynamics, starting with simple 2 point cycles in the region closest to this line. These dynamics gradually become more complex as parameter values shift further away from the line. When A = 0 we recover the Hassell model and find that increasing A (the strength of the Allee effect) has a stabilising effect on the dynamics, increasing the range of parameter values for which stability is obtained (fig. 3a). It is known that in the Hassell model, increasing b never changes the dynamics from unstable to stable, although it can simplify chaotic dynamics to a regular cycle because of the existence of periodic windows within the chaotic regime. However in our model, increasing b can stabilise an unstable attractor providing the Allee effect is strong enough. This can also be seen in figure 3b, where increasing γ is used to increase the strength of the Allee effect. This effect (where increasing the competition parameter b can convert what would otherwise be oscillatory population dynamics to a stable equilibrium) has, to our knowledge, never been shown in any previous works.
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Fig 3. The regions of stability of the population dynamics, obtained from eqn (8). The area below and to the left of any of the given lines indicates the region of stability for that strength of the Allee effect. By varying the parameters A (a: a = 0.005, γ = 1.0, A = 0: _______, A = 0.5: - - - -, A = 1.0: __ __ __) and γ (b: a = 0.005, A = 1.0, γ = 0.1: _______, γ = 1.0: - - - -, γ = 10.0: __ __ __) we can see that increasing the strength of the Allee effect leads to an increase in the size of the stable region. It is also a significant finding that increasing the competition parameter (b) can lead to stabilisation of an unstable attractor. This is not possible under the Hassell model, but will occur under such conditions when the Allee effect is strong enough.



Discussion Since the fitness benefits of aggregating with conspecifics were highlighted by Allee (1931), with the resultant loss of fitness with a reduction in population size consequently being termed an Allee effect, there has been relatively little consideration of what is surely an important ecological phenomenon. We have shown that introduction of an Allee effect into a model that simulates a population with density dependent competition leads to different outcomes depending on the interaction between these two effects.
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It is no surprise that adding a mechanism that reduces the fitness of individuals at all population densities (albeit by a negligible amount at high densities) makes the conditions for a nontrivial equilibrium to exist more stringent. It follows that when a non-trivial equilibrium does exist, it will occur at a lower population size in a population under the influence of an Allee effect than the equivalent population modelled without such an effect. Furthermore, it has been recently been shown that Allee effects of intermediate strengths can lead to two co-existing non-trivial equilibria. (Gruntfest et al. 1997, Courchamp et al. 1999 and Avilés 1999). These studies report this phenomenon for models with different structures, but all are capable of representing only demographic Allee effects. In this report, we highlight the importance of both relatively weak component and stronger demographic Allee effects. While component Allee effects do not override the effects of competition (namely a reduction in fitness with increasing population size, even at low population sizes), they do still have some bearing on population dynamics compared to an equivalent population lacking such pressures. Under these circumstances, the rate of fitness decrease will be comparatively reduced in a population experiencing a component Allee effect.



ing the equilibrium population size a constant. Analogously, Scheuring (1999) demonstrated increasing stabilisation of a host-microparasite system, as an Allee effect was strengthened. Avilés (1999) performed limited numerical investigations of the stability properties of a model of demographic Allee effects. In every example shown, increasing the Allee effect is stabilising. In contrast, Wang et al. (1999) have shown that Allee effects reduce the likelihood of coexistence of competitors in predator-prey models. Our result, showing that if the Allee effect is strong enough then increasing the competition parameter b can have a stabilising effect (fig. 3), is quite unexpected, since increasing this parameter can only be destabilising in the equivalent model without an Allee effect (see Hassell 1975). We show that, even when the Allee effect does not formally stabilise the population dynamics, it does act to restrict the amplitude of oscillations. This occurs because oscillations around the upper equilibrium that involve the population size falling as low as the intermediate equilibrium inevitably lead to the population crashing to extinction (the trivial equilibrium). This paper adds to a small but growing body of work, suggesting that Allee effects can have important dynamical effects in very simple models of single unstructured populations. The next challenge will be to explore their effects in more complex systems.



Our analysis suggests that an Allee effect generally has a stabilising effect on population dynamics. Although this effect can be seen for small Allee effects (including component ones), the stronger the Allee effect, the more powerful the stabilisation. This is consistent with recent analytic results of Scheuring (1999). For a given value of λ, he calculates the equilibrium population size on the stability boundary for a wide general class of models, which includes the Hassell function. For the modified model, he then finds the value of λ that corresponds to the same equilibrium population size as the unmodified model somewhere on the stability boundary. The value of λ is always higher for the modified model than for the simple unmodified one. Hence, Scheuring (1999) concludes that if parameter values are modified so that the equilibrium value is held constant even though an Allee effect is introduced, then this will tend to move the system towards stability. We show (albeit only numerically) that the same is true more generally as stronger and stronger Allee effects are introduced, dropping the constraint of keep-
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